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Abstract
Logical interpolants have found a wide array of applications in automated verification, including
symbolic model checking and predicate abstraction. It is often critical to these applications that reported
interpolants exhibit desired properties, correctness being first and foremost. In this paper, we introduce a
method in which interpolants are computed by type inference within the trusted core of a proof checker.
Interpolants produced this way from a proof of the joint unsatisfiability of two formulas are certified as
correct by construction. We focus our attention to the quantifier-free theory of equality and uninterpreted
functions (EUF) and present an interpolant generating proof calculus that can be encoded in the LFSC
proof checking framework with limited reliance upon computational side conditions. Our experimental
results show that our method generates certified interpolants with small overhead with respect to solving.
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Introduction

Given a logical theory T , a T -interpolant for a pair of formulas A, B that are jointly unsatisfiable in T is a
formula ϕ over the symbols of T and the free symbols common to A and B such that (i) A |=T ϕ and (ii)
B, ϕ |=T ⊥, where |=T is logical entailment modulo T . For certain theories, interpolants can be generated
efficiently from a refutation of A ∧ B.
Interpolants have been used successfully in a variety of contexts, including symbolic model checking
[9] and predicate abstraction [8]. In many applications, it is critical that formulas computed by interpolantgeneration procedures be indeed interpolants, that is, exhibit the defining properties above. For example, in
[9] McMillan shows how interpolants can be used to produce a sound and complete method for checking
safety properties of finite state systems based on a fixed-point computation that over-approximates the set
of reachable states. Using as interpolants formulas that violate property (ii) above makes the method incomplete, as it leads to spurious counterexamples that do not contribute to the overall progress of the main
algorithm. Even worse, using interpolants formulas that violate property (i) above may cause the algorithm
to reach a fixed point prematurely, thereby reporting a unsound result. While there are known methods to
generate interpolants efficiently [4, 3], none of them do so in a verified way. This is an obstacle to the use of
interpolation-based model checking in applications of formal methods that require independently checkable
proof certificates. We present a way of addressing this deficiency by means of a method for generating
certified interpolants.
We describe how T -interpolants can be efficiently produced using LFSC, a framework for defining
logical calculi that extends the Edinburgh Logical Framework [14] with computational side conditions. In
our approach, a proof system for the theory T of interest is encoded declaratively as a set of types and
typing rules in a user-defined signature, separate from the core of the proof checker. The interpolant itself
is computed by type inference as a side effect of proof checking. Because the interpolant is computed using
the trusted core of the proof checker, it is certified as correct by construction.
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Interpolant-generating calculi exist for many theories, including quantifier-free linear integer arithmetic [2] and linear real arithmetic [10]. In this work, we focus on the quantifier-free (fragment of the)
theory of equality and uninterpreted functions (EUF). Our approach, however, applies to other quantifierfree theories. Extending previous work [6], we present an intuitive interpolant-generating calculus for EUF
that is more flexible than previous approaches, and can be implemented in LFSC in a natural way. We have
encoded this calculus in LFSC, and instrumented the SMT-solver Cvc3 [1] to output proofs in this format to
verify the viability of our approach.
Related Work. In [10], McMillan gives a calculus for interpolant generation in EUF that is implemented
within an interpolating theorem prover, intended for the purposes of interpolation-based model checking
and predicate refinement. Fuchs et al. give an alternative approach in [6] for interpolant generation in EUF
in terms of an algorithmic procedure. An approach for efficient interpolant generation in SMT is given by
Cimatti et al. in [4] and is implemented within the MathSAT SMT solver.
Contributions. The preliminary work discussed here has a two-fold contribution. Firstly, we develop a
general framework for generating interpolants in a certified manner via type checking. Secondly, we provide
a novel calculus for interpolant generation in EUF based on the procedure of [6] that can be encoded within
this framework. We present an implementation of our approach and discuss comparative performance results
in various configurations that provide experimental evidence of practical feasibility. We are working on
extending this work to arbitrary quantifier-free formulas, as opposed to only conjunction of literals.
Paper Outline. Section 2 gives an overview of the LFSC framework, in particular, how a proof signature can
incorporate proof rules that carry additional information. Section 3 contains a description of our interpolant
generating calculus for EUF, and details on how it is encoded. A detailed proof of soundness and (relative)
completeness can be found in a longer version of this paper [13]. Finally, experimental results from our
implementation are given in Section 4.

1.1

Formal Preliminaries

We work in the context of first-order logic with equality, and use standard notions of signature, term, literal, formula, clause, Horn clause, entailment, satisfiability, and so on. We use the symbol ≈ to denote
the equality predicate in the logic. We abbreviate ¬(s ≈ t) as s 6≈ t. We identify finite sets of formulas with the conjunction of their elements. For terms or formulas we use “ground”, i.e., variable-free, and
“quantifier-free” interchangeably since for our purposes free variables can be always seen as free constants.
For convenience, we follow Nieuwenhuis and Oliveras [11] in considering only Curried signatures, signatures with no function symbols of positive arity except for a distinguished infix binary symbol · . Then, EUF
can be defined as the (empty) theory of · . This is without loss of generality since a ground formula over
any signature can be converted into an equisatisfiable ground formula over the signature above [11]. For
example, the formula g(a) ≈ f (a, g(a)) can be converted into g · a ≈ (f · a) · (g · a) with f, g and a all
treated as constant symbols.
Throughout the paper we will work with two ground EUF formulas A and B. Let ΣA and ΣB be the
sets of non-logical symbols (i.e., variables/constants) that occur in A and B, respectively. Terms, literals
and formulas over ΣA are A-colorable, and those over ΣB are B-colorable. Such expressions are colorable
if they are either A- or B-colorable, and are AB-colorable if they are both.

t1 ≈ t2 t2 ≈ t3
trans
t1 ≈ t3
term : type
formula : type
eq : (! t1 term (! t2 term formula))
proof : (! f formula type)

trans : (! t1 term (! t2 term (! t3 term
(! p1 (proof (eq t1 t2)) (! p2 (proof (eq t2 t3))
(proof (eq t1 t3)))))))

t1 ≈ t2 [l1 ] t2 ≈ t3 [l2 ]
trans aug
t1 ≈ t3 [l1 + t2 :: l2 ]
...
term list : type
proof aug : (! f formula
(! tl term list type))

trans aug : (! t1 term (! t2 term (! t3 term
(! tl1 term list (! tl2 term list
(! p1 (proof aug (eq t1 t2) tl1)
(! p2 (proof aug (eq t2 t3) tl2)
(proof aug (eq t1 t3) (concat tl1 t2 tl2)))))))))

Figure 1: Example of two proof systems in LFSC, the second being an augmented version of the first. In
LFSC’s LISP-like concrete syntax, the symbol ! represents LF’s Π binder, for the dependent function space.
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Interpolant Generation via Type Inference

Edinburgh LF is a framework for defining logics by means of a dependently-typed lambda calculus, the
λΠ-calculus [7]. LFSC (Logical Framework with Side Conditions) extends LF by adding support for computational side conditions, i.e., functional programs used to test logical conditions on proof rules [14]. As
in LF, a proof system can be defined in LFSC as a list of typing declarations, called a signature. Each proof
rule is encoded as a constant symbol whose type represents the inference allowed by the rule. An example
of a minimal proof system in LFSC is given in the upper half of Figure 1, which shows how the transitivity
rule for equality can be encoded in LFSC syntax. In mathematical notation, the LFSC signature in the figure
declares eq, for example, as a symbol of type Π x:term. Π y:term. formula, or, written in more conventional
form, of type term → term → formula. The symbol trans, encoding the transitivity proof rule, has type
Π t1 :term. Π t2 :term. Π t3 :term. (proof (eq t1 t2 ) → proof (eq t2 t3 ) → proof (eq t1 t3 )), indexed by three terms.
Intuitively, for any terms t1 , t2 , t3 , trans produces a proof of the equality t1 ≈ t3 from two subproofs p1 and
p2 of t1 ≈ t2 and t2 ≈ t3 , respectively.
The LF metalanguage provides the user with the freedom to choose how to represent logical constructs
in a signature. In particular, we may augment proof rules to carry additional information, through the use
of suitably modified types. The lower half of Figure 1 shows a modified version of the aforementioned calculus. In this version, the modified proof rule takes as premises annotated equalities and produce annotated
equalities. The annotation consists of a list of terms occurring in equalities used to prove the overall equality.
The corresponding proof judgment in LFSC, encoded as the type proof aug, is used by the trans aug rule,
which combines a chain of equalities and concatenates their respectively lists with the intermediate term t2 .1
One can write proof terms in this calculus where every subterm of type term list is a (type) variable.
Concretely, this is done by using a distinguished hole symbol , each occurrence of which stands for a
different variable. Then, the lists of intermediate terms can be computed by an LFSC type checker by type
1

Although not shown here, the list concatenation constant concat, of type term list → term → term list → term list, can be
given as a logical definition in LFSC, and does not need to be implemented algorithmically.

t ≈ t refl
t1 ≈ t2 t2 ≈ t3
trans
t1 ≈ t3

t2 ≈ t1 sym
t1 ≈ t2
t1 ≈ t2

s1 ≈ s2 t1 ≈ t2 cong
s1 · t1 ≈ s2 · t2

¬(t1 ≈ t2 )
contra
⊥

Figure 2: A standard proof calculus for EUF literals. We assume that all terms are in Curried form, and so
the only function symbol of non-zero arity is · , denoting function application.
inference when type checking the proof term. In this example, type checking a proof term P against a type
of the form ( proof aug (eq t1 t2 ) ) for some terms t1 and t2 will cause the LFSC checker to verify that P has
type ( proof aug (eq t1 t2 ) l) for some list of terms l, and if successful, output the computed value of l.
In this example, an account of the steps taken for the proven equality is recorded as specificational
data, in the rule’s annotation. One can follow the same approach to capture information useful to compute
interpolants. In general, one may augment a proof signature to operate on judgments carrying additional
terms that satisfy some specific invariant. We will use the common notion of a partial interpolant in the
next section, which can be encoded as an LF type declaration in a natural way.
Our approach allows for two options for obtaining certified interpolants. First, an LFSC proof term
P can be tested against the type (interpolant F ) for some formula F . In this option, the interpolant F is
explicitly provided as part of the proof, and if proof checking succeeds, then both the proof P and the
interpolant F are certified to be correct. Note that the user and the proof checker must agree on the exact
form for the interpolant F . Alternatively, P can be tested against the type (interpolant ). If the proof
checker verifies that P has type (interpolant F ) for some formula F , it will output the computed value of F .
In this approach, interpolant generation comes as a side effect of proof checking, via type inference, and the
returned interpolant F is correct by construction.

3

Interpolant Generation in EUF with Partial Interpolants

In this section we provide an interpolating calculus for EUF whose rules can be used to build refutations
in EUF but are also annotated with information for generating interpolants from these refutations. For
simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the core case of input sets of formulas containing only literals. A calculus
for general quantifier-free formulas is not substantially harder. It can be developed along similar lines,
relying on existing methods for extending in a uniform way any interpolation procedure for sets of literals
to sets of arbitrary qffs [10]; but this is left to future work.
Our interpolating calculus is an annotated version of the basic calculus for EUF, shown in Figure 2. To
compute an interpolant for two jointly unsatisfiable sets of literals A and B, we take a refutation of A ∪ B
in the basic calculus and lift it to a refutation in our interpolating calculus. The lifting is straightforward and
consists in essence in (i) annotating the literals of A and B with a suitable color (see later) and (ii) replacing
each rule application by a corresponding set of rule applications in the interpolating calculus. Every rule
in the latter calculus is such that the annotation of the rule’s conclusion is derived from the annotations of
its premises. Thus, these annotations can be left unspecified in the proof, and derived by type inference in
LFSC during proof checking.
Note that since both the proof generation and the proof lifting steps are done before proof checking,
neither of them needs to be trusted. This allows us to handle various complications outside the trusted

{ t is A-colorable }
refl A
t ≈ t [>, >, A]

t1 ≈ s1 [ϕ1 , ψ1 , A]
t2 ≈ s2 [ϕ2 , ψ2 , A]
cong A
t1 · t2 ≈ s1 · s2 [ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 , ψ1 ∧ ψ2 , A]

t1 ≈ t2 [A]
base A
t1 ≈ t2 [>, >, A]

t1 ≈ t2 [ϕ, ψ, A] t1 6≈ t2 [A]
contra A
⊥ [ϕ ∧ ¬ψ]

t1 ≈ t2 [ϕ1 , ψ1 , c]

t2 ≈ t3 [ϕ2 , ψ2 , c0 ]
{ t1 , t3 are A-colorable }
trans A
t1 ≈ t3 [ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 , ψ1 ∧ ψ2 , A]

{ t is B-colorable }
refl B
t ≈ t [>, t ≈ t, B]

t1 ≈ s1 [ϕ1 , ψ1 , B]
t2 ≈ s2 [ϕ2 , ψ2 , B]
cong B
t1 · t2 ≈ s1 · s2 [ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 , t1 · t2 ≈ s1 · s2 , B]

t1 ≈ t2 [B]
base B
t1 ≈ t2 [>, t1 ≈ t2 , B]

t1 ≈ t2 [ϕ, ψ, B] t1 6≈ t2 [B]
contra B
⊥ [ϕ]

t1 ≈ t2 [ϕ1 , ψ1 , c1 ]
t2 ≈ t3 [ϕ2 , ψ2 , c2 ]
{ t1 , t3 are B-colorable }
trans B
t1 ≈ t3 [ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∧ (ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ) → (t1 ≈ t3 ), t1 ≈ t3 , B]
Figure 3: A-Prover and B-Prover Partial Interpolant Rules. The text in braces denote computational side
conditions. Note that the trans rules are actually a summary of multiple rules for cases of colors c and c0 .
In some of these cases, formulas in the annotation of conclusions may be simplified to respect colorability
constraints.
core of LFSC, such as applications of congruence between uncolorable terms. In the end, our interpolating
calculus can be encoded in 203 lines of LFSC type declarations. The core rules contain just one kind of
computational side conditions, which test for term colorability.

3.1

An Interpolating Calculus for EUF

For the rest of this section, we fix two sets A and B of literals such that A ∪ B is unsatisfiable in EUF.
Without loss of generality, we assume that A and B are disjoint.
An interpolant-generating calculus for EUF can be thought of as one that explicitly records the communication between two provers, a A-prover and a B-prover, whose initial assumptions are the sets A and B,
respectively [6]. In our calculus, this communication is achieved through proof judgments. The rules of the
calculus derive or use as premises one of three kinds of judgments, of the following forms:
A, B ` L [c],

A, B ` t1 ≈ t2 [ϕ, ψ, c],

A, B ` ⊥ [ϕ]

where L is an equational literal, s, t are terms, ϕ, ψ are quantifier-free formulas, and c is an element of
a binary set of colors. For convenience, we name these colors A and B.2 Although the judgments are
parameterized by the literal sets A and B, these sets do not change within a proof. So from now on, we
will omit A, B ` from proof judgments. Each judgment will consist of a literal annotated with additional
information (the information enclosed in square brackets). The calculus starts with the set of judgments
{L [A] | L ∈ A} ∪ {L [B] | L ∈ B},
and derives new judgments according to the proof rules defined in Figure 3.
2

It will be clear from context whether A (B) refers to the input clause set or its associated color.

Many of the rules in Figure 3 are annotated versions of those in the basic calculus of Figure 2. In
addition, the rules base A and base B are used to provide an equality with the proper annotation. The only
side condition our calculus requires is a test for whether a particular term is colorable. Although not shown
here, symmetry may be applied to judgments of the form t1 ≈ t2 [c] to conclude t2 ≈ t1 [c]. This was
done for simplicity, and does not impact the relative completeness of the calculus. The A and B provers
communicate through judgments of the form t1 ≈ t2 [ϕ, ψ, c], where t1 ≈ t2 is the overall equality that
A and B have cooperated in proving; ϕ contains interpolation information provided by the A-prover for
the benefit of the B-prover; ψ contains interpolation information provided in turn by the B-prover for the
A-prover, possibly using information provided by the A-prover. By construction, ϕ is a conjunction of Horn
clauses and ψ a conjunction of literals.
In addition to its limited dependence on computational side conditions, a clear advantage of our calculus
for EUF is its flexibility. In particular, the user has the option of applying either the trans A or trans B rules
for equalities between AB-colorable terms. This choice produces different interpolants, with different size
and logical strengths.
To show that our calculus is interpolating, we will use the fact that all derived judgments of the form
s ≈ t [ϕ, ψ, c] are partial interpolants in the sense below.
Definition 1. A judgment J of the form t1 ≈ t2 [ϕ, ψ, c] is a partial interpolant if the following hold: (1)
A |= ϕ; (2) B, ϕ |= ψ; (3) A, ψ |= t1 ≈ t2 ; (4) ti is c-colorable for i = 1, 2; (5) either
a. J is t1 ≈ t2 [ϕ, ψ, A], and ϕ and ψ are AB-colorable, or
b. J is t1 ≈ t2 [ϕ, t1 ≈ t2 , B] and ϕ is AB-colorable.
In the definition above, when J is t1 ≈ t2 [ϕ, ψ, A], the formula ϕ ∧ ¬ψ is an interpolant for (A ∧ t1 6≈
t2 , B). Similarly, when J is t1 ≈ t2 [ϕ, t1 ≈ t2 , B], the formula ϕ is an interpolant for (A, B ∧ t1 6≈ t2 )).
Our calculus is sound and complete for interpolation in EUF in the following sense.
Theorem 2. The following hold:
a. For all derivable judgments ⊥ [I] we have that (i) A |= I, (ii) B, I |= ⊥ and (iii) I is AB-colorable.
b. For every jointly unsatisfiable set of ground EUF literals A and B, there exists a derivation of the
judgment ⊥ [I], for some formula I.
The proof of soundness above uses fairly standard arguments. That of completeness relies on the fact
that EUF is equality interpolating [15], i.e,, for all colorable terms s, t such that A ∧ B |= s ≈ t, there exists
an AB-colorable term u such that A, B |= s ≈ u ∧ u ≈ t. The term u, and its subterms, which may not
occur in A ∪ B, can be introduced as needed in a proof in our calculus by the refl A and refl B rules.

3.2

Encoding Into LFSC

Our calculus for interpolant generation in EUF can be encoded in an LFSC signature with limited reliance
on computational side conditions. The encoding of the judgements and the rules is relatively straightforward. An excerpt of the encoding is provided in Figure 4. Looking at it salient features, we encode
color as a base type in our signature, with two nullary term constructors, A and B. Interpolant judgments
⊥ [ϕ] are encoded as the type (interpolant ϕ). Partial interpolants t1 ≈ t2 [ϕ, ψ, c] are encoded as the type
(p interpolant t1 t2 ϕ ψ c). In proof terms, we specify whether an input literal L occurs in the set A or B by
introducing (local) lambda variables of type (colored L c), where c is the color A or the color B, respectively.
Since formulas in the literal sets A and B can be inferred from the types of the free variables in our proof
terms, the sets do not need to be explicitly recorded as part of the proof judgment types.

formula : type
term : type
color : type
A: color
B : color

colored : (! f formula (! c color type))
interpolant : (! f formula type)
p interpolant : (! t1 term (! t2 term
(! f1 formula (! f2 formula
(! c color type)))))

Figure 4: An excerpt of the LFSC signature that encodes the interpolation calculus.

3.3

Side Conditions for Testing Colorability

Proving colorability for expressions (that is, proving that the non-logical symbols in an expression occur all
in A or all in B) is a common requirement for interpolant generating calculi. To prove such facts a purely
declarative calculus would require Ω(n) proof rule applications for an expression E, where n is the number
of symbols in E. Since LFSC’s side conditions can be used for this purpose, we decided in this work to
verify colorability through them.
Side conditions in LFSC are expressed in a simply typed functional programming language with minimal imperative features, and are intended to be simple enough to be verified by manual inspection. As
described in [14], LFSC contains limited support for computational tests run on terms with a mutable state.
In particular, each lambda variable introduced in a proof term contains 32 bit fields that are accessible to the
writer of the signature. The semantics of LFSC’s side condition language provides constructs for toggling
(markvar C) and scrutinizing (ifmarked C C1 C2 ) these bit fields, where in both cases C is a code term that
evaluates to an LF variable.
We may enforce a scheme for testing colorability using two of these bit fields, one for denoting Acolorable and the other for denoting B-colorable. Whenever a variable of type (colored L c) is introduced in
our proof, we use a side condition to traverse L and mark the field specified by color c for all variables. Since
LFSC supports term sharing of variables, each mark applies globally for all occurrences of that variable
within our proof. To test the c-colorability of a term t, we use another side condition that traverses t and
succeeds if and only if the field specified by color c has been marked for all variables occurring in t. In total,
the two side condition functions account for 21 lines of functional side condition code.

4

Experimental Results

To evaluate the feasibility of our approach for producing certified interpolants, we used a version of the
Cvc3 SMT solver instrumented to produce LFSC proofs from its refutations of EUF formulas. We ran
experiments on a set of 25,246 unsatisfiable EUF benchmarks, all of which were a conjunction of equational
literals. The benchmarks were extracted from the set of the quantifier-free EUF benchmarks in the SMT-LIB
repository as follows.
In its native proof generation mode, Cvc3 produces unsatisfiability proofs with a two-tiered structure,
where a propositional resolution style skeleton is filled with theory-specific subproofs of theory lemmas, that
is, valid (ground) clauses. First, we selected all unsatisfiable EUF benchmarks that Cvc3 could solve in less
than 60 seconds. We reran Cvc3 on these benchmarks with native proof generation enabled, and examined
all theory lemmas within all proofs. Each theory lemma produced by Cvc3 for EUF is an equational Horn
clause. For each theory lemma e1 ∧ · · · ∧ en → e we encountered, we created a new EUF benchmark
consisting of the unsatisfiable formula e1 ∧ · · · ∧ en ∧ ¬e. We only considered unique3 theory lemmas and
3

Benchmarks were passed through multiple filters for recognizing duplication. It was infeasible to verify that certain theory
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Figure 5: Cumulative Results for average of Runs 1 . . . 5, grouped by benchmark class. Columns 3 through
6 give Cvc3’s (aggregate) runtime for each of the four configurations. Columns 7 through 9 show the proof
sizes for each of the three proof-producing configurations. Columns 10 and 11 show LFSC proof checking
times for the euf and eufi configurations.
whose corresponding proof contained at least five deduction steps.
We collected runtimes for the following four configurations of our instrumented version of Cvc3:
cvc:
cvcpf:
euf:
eufi:

Default, solving benchmarks but with no proof generation.
Solving with proof generation in Cvc3’s native format.
Solving with proof generation, translation to LFSC format for EUF.
Solving with proof generation, translation to LFSC format for
interpolant generation in EUF.

In each configuration, Cvc3’s decision procedure for EUF was used when solving. We ran each configuration five times and took the average for all runs. For each benchmark used by configuration eufi, the sets
A and B were determined by randomly placing k6 of the benchmarks into set A and the rest in B on run k for
k = 1 . . . 5. This did not affect the difficulty of solving, and we believe provided a sufficient measurement
of the effectiveness of our interpolant generation scheme.
We measured total time to solve all benchmarks grouped by benchmark class. These results are shown
in Figure 5. In this data set, proof generation came at a 25% overhead with respect to solving. Converting
proofs to the LFSC format required very little additional overhead. In fact, LFSC proofs in the euf configuration were generally smaller in size (number of bytes) than Cvc3’s native proofs, thus slightly reducing proof
generation times. LFSC proofs in the interpolanting calculus were nearly twice as large as non-interpolating
proofs. The difference in proof size can be attributed to differences in syntax between the two calculi, as
well as additional information added to the header of interpolanting proofs for specifying A and B.
As expected from previous work [12], proof checking times using the LFSC checker were very small
with respect to solving times. Proof checking times without interpolant generation were about an order
of magnitude faster than solving times. Since additional information is inferred within judgments in the
eufi configuration, proof checking took approximately twice as long with interpolant generation as without.
Proof checking times in the eufi configuration were a factor of 5 faster than solving times.
We estimate the time to produce uncertified interpolants by measuring solving and proof generation
without proof checking (configuration cvcpf). Overall, configuration eufi shows a 22% overhead with
lemmas were symbolic permutations of others. However, by visual inspection, we believe that such cases were rare.

respect to cvcpf, indicating that the generation of certified interpolants is practicably feasible with highperformance SMT solvers.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We have introduced a method of generating interpolants by type inference within the trusted core of a
proof checker for LFSC. Our experiments show that this method is efficient and practical for use with high
performance solvers. Overall, interpolant generation in LFSC can be performed 5.38 times faster than
solving time on average. Our method is based on a novel calculus for interpolant generation in EUF. By
performing certain colorability tests during a proof lifting phase, we are able to simplify the amount of side
conditions required during proof checking.
We plan to extend our method to ground EUF formulas with an arbitrary Boolean structure by incorporating an interpolating version of the propositional resolution calculus. Future work includes instrumenting
Cvc4, the forthcoming successor of Cvc3, to output interpolating proofs for arbitrary ground EUF formulas
as well as in combination with linear real arithmetic. Cvc4 currently supports the theories of EUF and arithmetic, and preliminary work has been planned for a proof generating infrastructure that aims at minimizing
performance overhead.
The flexibility of our proof lifting phase allows the user to make various decisions when assigning colors
to a congruence graph. In previous work [6], a coloring strategy is used that aims to minimize interpolant
size. We plan to explore other strategies with desired properties in mind, including logical strength, which
has been explored in recent work for the propositional case [5]. In applications such as interpolation-based
model checking [9], logical strength is desirable for an interpolant since a stronger interpolant may produce
tighter over-approximations of the reachability relation.
We also plan to explore other applications of this framework related to automated verification, including
interpolant generation procedures where additional constraints are considered, such as relative strength with
respect to other interpolants. By encoding more restrictive calculi in the LFSC framework, other properties
of produced interpolants may be certified by construction.
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